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praise the exemplification it offers of the kepes of the perpetual unity
of the empire ; and even poor Home flule Hfeust be lugged in to point
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remains 'Of the art of India wfcach our commercialism lias destroyed, have been made to do duty as a kind olgilding
?6blhefcord2dB^s of the rest of <the show, and are a sorry sight' indeed
%^>nidi-wko-fcttcfW-s anything of what the art of the*East has been. But
l
There are, periiaps^ certain exhibit of examples of the
HtJ thai* pass.
last
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glory of the Empire which have been, I think, forgotten.
might
begin at the entrance with two pyramids, a la Timour, of the skulls of
Zulus, Arabs, Burmese, New Zealanders, etc., etc., slain in wicked
resistence to the benevolence of British commerce.
specimen of the
wire whips used for softening the, minds of rebellious Jamacia negroes
under the paternal sway of Governor Eyre might be shown, together
with a selection of other such historical mementoes, from the blankets infected with small-pox sent to unfriendly tribes of Red-Skins in the latter
eighteenth century down to the rope with which Louis Riel was hanged
last year, for resisting a particularly gross form of land-stealing.
The daily rations of an Indigo ryot and of his master under one glass
case, with a certificate of the amount of nourishment in each, furnished
by Professor Huxley. The glory of the British arms gained in various
successful battles against barbarians and savages, the same enclosed in
the right eye of a louse. The mercy of Colonists towards native populations ; a strong magnifying-glass to see the same by.
An allegorical
picture of the emigrant's hope (a) on leaving England ; (b), after six
months in the Colonies.
pair of crimson plush breeches with my
Lord Tennyson's "Ode" on the opening of the Exhibition, embroidered
in gold, on the seat thereof.
great many other exhibits of a similar
nature could be found suitable to the exposition of the Honour, dory,
and Usefulness of the British Empire.
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A
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Rebellion, it seems, will soon be the fashion. Lord Wolseley disdains
to deny the apparently preposterous brag of the Orange Chieftain ; so
it may be supposed there is at least some truth in it.
Socialists
are not, of course, going to cry horror on rebellion ; but the complacency
with which the idea is received forms a curious comment on the outcry
made by respectable people against other forms of rebellion. Bourgeois
moralists will discover that everything is fair and even beautiful in
defence of the sacred rights, of property, when they are once seriously
attacked.
William Morris.
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ghastly rottenness of Bourgeois family sentiment is in nothing more
clearly evinced than in the mockery of grief and empty ostentation of
tailoring and millinery displayed on the death of a near relation.
What is the first concern of the middle-class household the instant the
life-breath has left one of its members but to " see after the mourning,"
as the expression is %
Now to a person of sensibility, the notion that
the moment he enters on his last sleep his or her relations will " see
about the mourning " may well impart to death a terror which it had
not before, and thus act as an incentive to carefully-concealed suicide.
believe, indeed, the frequency of "mysterious disappearances " in
middle-class circles may be largely explained by this, without resorting

We

murders on the Thames embankNo, to signify a bereavement to the outer world
(if so desired) by a band of crape on the sleeve or hat, or some such
simple emblem, is one thing to eagerly take advantage of the bereavement for the purpose of decking out the person in trousers designed inthe newest cut adapted for the display of the male leg, or " bodies " in
which the fulness of the female breast is manifested, is quite another
and nothing less than a ghastly travesty of sentiment.
to far-fetched hypotheses of midnight

ment, and the

like.
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This, then, is the " hearth," this the family life, the family senticertain writers are so jealous of preserving.
In vain do

ment which

enthusiastic young persons band themselves together, under the benediction of the old man of Coniston, into societies of St George, in the
hope that the low level of modern social life, with its vulgarity, its
inanity, and its ugliness, by some wondrous educational stimulus,,

emanating from their own enthusiastic and artistic 'souls, may undergo
a process of upheaval. After some years of Buskinian preaching, what
is

A sprinkling of households

the net result 1

among

specially literary

where better things are attempted, and so far as
furniture and decoration are concerned, perhaps with
success. But even here you generally find the counter-

artistic circles

some measure

of

balancing evil inevitably attending a hothouse culture out of harmony
with general social conditions viz., affectation and self-consciousness.
No healthy living art or culture has ever been the result of conscious,
effort.
When it comes to saying " go to, now, let us be wise," or " let us
be artistic," it is quite certain that the wisdom or art resulting will net
be worth very much. The distinction between an artificial culture of
this sort, which is cut off from the life of the society as a whole, and
the natural culture which grows out of such life, is as the difference
between the flower plucked from its root and withering in the hand
and the same flower growing in luxuriance on its native soil. For what,
after all, has modern art to offer but at best the plucked flowers of the
art of the past, which sprang out of the life of the past 1
Your
societies of St George, your aesthetic movements, etc., only touch a
fringe of the well-to-do classes they have no root in the life of the
present day and because they have no root they wither away, and in
a few years remain dried up between the pages of history, to mark
the place of mistaken enthusiasm and abortive energies. It is surely
time that these excellent young people, together with their beloved
prophet, descended for a while from their mount of Buskinian transfiguration, with its rolling masses of vaporous sentiment, to the prosaic
ground of economic science, and saw things as they are. 1 They would
then recognise the vanity of their efforts, and the reason of this
vanity to lie in their disregard of the economic foundation and substructure of all human affairs ; they would see the radical impossibility
of the growth of any art, culture, or sentiment in the slimy ooze of
greed and profit-mongering in other words, in a society resting on a
capitalistic basis.
They would see, further, that the end of the world
of profit and privilege cannot be attained by enthusiasms, good in-

—

{Concluded from page 42.)
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defy any human being to point to a single reality, good or bad,
in the composition of the Bourgeois family.
It is indubitably the
most perfect specimen of the complete sham that history has presented
to the world.
There are no holes in the texture through which reality
might chance to peer. The Bourgeois hearth dreads honesty as its
cat dreads cold water.
The literary classics that are reprinted for its
behoof it demands shall be vigorously Bowdlerised, even though at the
expense of their point. Topics of social importance are tabooed from
rational discussion, with the inevitable result that erotic instances of
middle-class womanhood are glad of the excuse afforded by "good intentions," "honest fanaticism," and the like things supposed to be
associated with " Contagious Diseases Act " and " Criminal Law amendment " agitations, to surfeit themselves on obscenity. And these are
the people who cannot allow unexpurgated editions of Boccaccio or
even of Sterne or Fielding to be seen on their drawing-room tables
Then again, the attitude of the family to the word " damn." Now
if there is an honest straightforward word in the English language
a word which the Briton utters in the fulness of his heart it is this
word; and precisely, as it would seem, for this reason it is a word
which is supposed never to enter the " family," even newspapers, in
order to maintain their right of entrance to the domestic sanctuary,
having to print it with a "d" and a dash the meaning of which
euphemism, by a polite fiction, the " wife " or " daughter " is supposed
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But the word is coarse and offensive in itself,
not to understand.
the Bourgeois may retort.
You have tried to make it so, I reply,
by classing it with the filthy and inane phrases, bred of the squalor
which modern capitalism creates, but in reality it is good, expresNay, more, it has "higher claims on your considerasive English,
to employ one of your own phrases it bears the impress of
tion "
Christianity upon it; for is it not to Christianity that we are indebted for the ennobling idea and spiritual significance of the word 1
The reputed founder of Christianity, if the authenticity of the gospels
In
is to be relied on in this respect, much affected the expression.
fact,, in common consistency you ought to reduce the " damns " of your
s," to make the work suitable for family
New Testaments to " d
.
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the elements of
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in each (other.
Now a, <eo*isin, let us say, may be an interesting person,
but ^ery <often he is aa©t. If he is wot,* why, in the name of average
human tederstandiiag, should on& be expected every 25th of December
or other occasion, te make a point of spending one's leisure with a man
who-as a Cousin hW liofc Interesting rathe'r than with another "man who
is, of course, that the
as mterestmg
"relation,'* however
the •"family'" has, to b^' kept up.
tradition
'rea&ote, is, in the eyes of iBourgeois society, Tnore to a man than afriend 7
however near, £>o relations, male atafc female, congregate together on
<»ertain occasions to do dreary homage to this " family " sentiment.
On the same principle the symbolical black of mourning is graduated
by the tailor and milliner in mathematically accurate ratio, according
The utter and
to the amount, not of affection, but of relationship.

and
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reading.
You do not do this, and why 1 Because your real objection
w
to the colloquial " damn is, as before remarked, that it has a ring of

honest sentiment in it against which your sham family sentiment revolts.
Let us take another " fraud " t)f middle-class family life the family
party.
That ever and anon a wide circle of friends should meet
together in a spirit of good-fellowship is clearly right and rational ; but
the principle of the family party is- that a body of persons often having
nothing whatever in common but ties of kinship extending in remoteness from the definiteness of blood relation to the indefiniteness of
connection—that such a motley crew should thus meet together in
exclusive conclave, and spend
several? mortal hours in simulated interest
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tentions, or

any available form

of class culture, but will have to be

—

reached by a very different route maybe through February riotings,
and possibly still rougher things.
The transformation of the current family-form—founded as it is on
the economic dependence of women, the maintenance of the young
and the aged falling on individuals rather than on the community
into a freer, more real, and therefore a higher form, must inevitably
follow the economic revolution which will place the means of production and distribution under the control of all for the good of all.
The
Bourgeois "hearth," with its jerry-built architecture, its cheap art
its shoddy furniture, its false sentiment, its pretentious pseudo-culture
will then be as dead as Roman Britain.
E. Belfort Bax.
1
[I think that whatever damage Ruskin may have done to his influence
by h
strange bursts of fantastic perversity, he has shown much insight even into econo
mical matters, and 1 am sure he has made many Socialists ; his feeling against
Commercialism is absolutely genuine, and his expression of it most valuable.—

W.
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The slavery
by force.

of the poor to the rich

is

based upon, maintained and perpetuated

